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========== Rear View Mirror (also
known as MyPresence) is a freeware app
designed to notify you whenever someone
enters a room. The application senses the
motion in a room using your camera and
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displays notifications when movement is
detected. Rear View Mirror can be used,
for instance, to know when a person enters
your office cubicle. The utility also supports
MJPEG streaming via remote network
cameras. The app is fully configurable and
works with any camera that supports
FLIR's protocol. Moreover, the application
is able to detect people and objects on top
of the detected camera. Furthermore, it
supports macros that will do different
things every time the command is pressed.
The app also has a scheduler that can be



used to set up scheduled notifications and
repeatable macros. Also, the app is able to
detect whether a person is standing or
sitting in front of the camera. Features:
============== (1) Sensors and
sensor supports: - FRIR, VCCIR, ZRIR, IR,
IR2, WCCIR, URCCIR, FLIRs XS, Pro, PXS,
PTZ, WTZ, Cam-RTC, CAM-RTC-IS, HMC-
MIR-1, HMC-MIR-2, HMC-MIR-3, HMC-
MIR-4, HMC-MIR-5, HMC-MIR-6, HMC-
MIR-7, HMC-MIR-8, HMC-MIR-9, HMC-
MIR-10, HMC-MIR-11, HMC-MIR-12, HMC-
MIR-13, HMC-MIR-14, HMC-MIR-15, HMC-



MIR-16, HMC-MIR-17, HMC-MIR-18, HMC-
MIR-19, HMC-MIR-20, HMC-MIR-21, HMC-
MIR-22, HMC-MIR-23, HMC-MIR-24, HMC-
MIR-25, HMC-MIR-26, HMC-MIR-27, HMC-
MIR-28, HMC-MIR-29, HMC-MIR-30, HMC-
MIR-31, HMC-MIR-32
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KeyMacro is a programming language that
helps to transform Windows Programs into
Mac Programs. KeyMacro features built-in



Script Function which makes it easy to
create Mac Applications with Windows
Programs. KeyMacro's Script Function can
take many inputs and automatically
transform them into the script's defined
outputs. Features: - Transforms Windows
Programs into Mac Programs - Built-in
Script Function - Save the result as Mac
Program Additional features of KeyMacro: -
Generate Scripts with One-click - Generate
Mac Software with One-click - Export the
results as MS Word File - Export the results
as CXD File - Display Notifications when



certain actions in the script occur -
Command Line Parameters for more power
- Support for multiple Inputs, Outputs and
Scripts - Support for Java - Support for
Python - Support for Ruby KeyMacro was
developed for programmers and systems
engineers who want to create or transform
Mac Applications with Windows Programs.
KeyMacro is written in the Java
Programming Language. KeyMacro is a
shareware application. It is freeware when
you use it for personal purposes.
KeyMacro's runtime library is designed as



a dynamic library and can be loaded at
runtime and then used in the same process
space as the application. KeyMacro uses
the Mac OS X Core Services APIs for
input/output functionality and handles the
language calls. KeyMacro's runtime library
is compiled for Mac OS X 10.4 and later.
KeyMacro is written in the Java
Programming Language. KeyMacro is a
shareware application. It is freeware when
you use it for personal purposes.
KeyMacro's runtime library is designed as
a dynamic library and can be loaded at



runtime and then used in the same process
space as the application. KeyMacro uses
the Mac OS X Core Services APIs for
input/output functionality and handles the
language calls. KeyMacro's runtime library
is compiled for Mac OS X 10.4 and later.
KeyMacro's script function is written in the
Java Programming Language. KeyMacro's
Script function takes inputs in its format
from the user and automatically takes the
defined outputs as the result of the Script
function. KeyMacro's Script function can
take multiple inputs and multiple outputs.



The function may be applied to each input
one at a time or simultaneously to multiple
inputs. KeyMacro's Script function is
designed to be completely scriptable.
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Enables you to create macros, so you do
not need to press the keys repeatedly. All
events are recorded and saved to local
files. You can use the "Playback" to play
back your recorded macros. KEYMACRO
Demo Video: Macro macro1: Control-Alt-A
Macro macro2: Control-T-N-B Macro
macro3: Control-N-M Macro macro4:
Control-N-B Macro macro5: Control-A-T-M-
B Macro macro6: Control-A-T-B Macro
macro7: Control-T-B Macro macro8:



Control-N Macro macro9: Control-B Macro
macro10: Control-A Macro macro11:
Control-P Macro macro12: Control-D Macro
macro13: Control-R Macro macro14:
Control-T Macro macro15: Control-S
KEYMACRO Configure button: Configures
settings. You can adjust the key when the
application is being started up. KEYMACRO
Playback button: Show all the recorded
macros. KEYMACRO Help button:
Checking for updates Editing settings
EXAMPLES: Macro macro1: Control-Alt-A
Macro macro2: Control-T-N-B Macro



macro3: Control-N-M Macro macro4:
Control-N-B Macro macro5: Control-A-T-M-
B Macro macro6: Control-A-T-B Macro
macro7: Control-T-B Macro macro8:
Control-N Macro macro9: Control-B Macro
macro10: Control-A Macro macro11:
Control-P Macro macro12: Control-D Macro
macro13: Control-R Macro macro14:
Control-T Macro macro15: Control-S
KEYMACRO Control/Alt key+B key: Control
and Alt keys together and then press the B
key KEYMACRO Control/Alt key+N key:
Control and Alt keys together and then



press the N key KEYMACRO Control/Alt
key+S key: Control and Alt keys together
and then press the S key KEYMACRO
Control/Alt key+S+F
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A small utility that detects motion in a
room.



System Requirements:

-ROG G752v2 board with an external
bluetooth and mouse -bluetooth adapter -
Android 8.0 -1GB RAM -2GB storage -
Windows 10 -NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 (for
Vulkan) Recommended Requirements: -
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 -
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